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After ex-cop and highly decorated war hero Chet Costa's Vietnamese girlfriend disappears, he
accepts a risky mission: he shall blow up a bridge at the Vietnamese border to close the Vietcong's
line of communication. He's given a group of prisoners to accompany him. Already on the way there
their helicopter is shot down; a march through the wilderness begins. When his soldiers recognize
that they're effectively on a suicide mission, they decide to get rid of their Seargent and to flee to
Bangkok. Well,usually i like B-films but this one is bad,really bad. I did not get the storyline,because
in my eyes there isn't one. The beginning is really weird. Just see this movie if you just want to see a
movie with action and no story. LAST PLATOON is another late-stage Italian war thriller shot in the
Philippines with a Filipino supporting cast and imported American lead. The hero this time around is
Richard Hatch, of TV's BATTLESTAR GALACTICA fame, who goes into Vietnam to blow up a bridge but
finds himself at odds with the soldiers in his squad. The superiors are the usual corrupt and meddling
type, while the bad guys exist to be mowed down in droves by our indestructible hero. Even fans of
this particular sub-genre of film (and plenty were made) will find this lacking, with action scenes that
are routine in the extreme and predictable plotting. Watch out for Donald Pleasence who pops up to
chew the scenery in support. 646f9e108c 
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